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The quantum symmetrization procedure that is used to handle systems of identical
quantum particles brings into question whether the elementary constituents of matter,
such as electrons, have the fundamental characteristics of persistence and reidentifia-
bility that are attributed to classical particles. However, we presently lack a coherent
conception of matter composed of entities that do not possess one or both of these fun-
damental characteristics. We also lack a clear a priori understanding of why systems of
identical particles (as opposed to non-identical particles) require special mathematical
treatment, and this only in the quantummechanical (as opposed to classical mechanical)
setting.

Here, on the basis of a conceptual analysis of a recent mathematical reconstruction
of the quantum symmetrization procedure, we argue that the need for the symmetriza-
tion procedure originates in the confluence of identicality and the active nature of the
quantum measurement process. We propose a conception in which detection-events are
ontologically primary, while the notion of individually persistent object is relegated to
merely one way of bringing order to these events. On this basis, we outline a new inter-
pretation of the symmetrization procedure which gives a new physical interpretation to
the indices in symmetrized states and to non-symmetric measurement operators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Theatomistic conception ofmatter posits that physical objects in our everyday environment

consist of spatial arrangements of indivisible, elementary entities that persistent indefinitely,

and promises to account for our rich sensory experience of matter in terms of the motion and

properties of these entities. This metaphysical conception runs like a golden thread through
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the history of physics, inspiring empirical discoveries such as the identification of the chemical

elements (exemplified in Dalton’s atomic theory of chemistry) and the discovery of subatomic

particles. This conception is also woven into our fundamental theories of physics. In par-

ticular, the conceptual framework of classical particle mechanics treats matter as consisting of

indefinitely persistent point particles whichmove continuously through space according to de-

terministic and reversible laws of motion, and can be reidentified if precisely tracked through

time.

In the quantum era, the core claim of the atomistic conception appears to be alive and

well: physicists commonly say that a helium atom is composed of two electrons; that a bubble

chamber image shows particle tracks. However, construction of a quantum model of a sys-

tem of identical particles (such as the two electrons in a helium atom) requires use of a specific

mathematical symmetrization procedure (of which the so-called symmetrization postulate [25]

is the centerpiece) in order to take into account of the particles’ identicality. And, in light of

this procedure, it is far from clear whether one is justified in viewing these ‘particles’ as persis-

tent and reidentifiable entities. Indeed, it has been widely claimed that identical particles lack

one or both of these fundamental characteristics [15].

But, if that is so, how ought we to conceive of these ‘particles’? Is it legitimate to consider

them as objects at all? What exactly should replace the atomistic conception of microphysi-

cal reality? And, even more fundamentally, is there a compelling a priori reason why quantum

systems of identical particles should necessitate such special treatment, given that special treat-

ment is required neither for quantum systems of nonidentical particles nor for classical systems

of identical particles? In this paper, we propose new answers to these longstanding questions.

The construction of a coherent post-atomistic conception of the denizens of themicrophys-

ical world which can be securely traced back to the quantum symmetrization procedure faces

a key obstacle. The canonical view of the symmetrization procedure, first articulated by Dirac

and now widespread, is that it is a formal expression of the fact that identical particles (namely

those with the same time-independent properties such as mass and charge) are ‘absolutely

indistinguishable’ from one another [12, §62]. Dirac’s notion of indistinguishability was sub-

sequently formalized as the permutation invariance condition [25], which is widely interpreted
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as implying that identical particles cannot be meaningfully labelled and cannot be individually

addressed viameasurement, and thus lack an essential individuality-conferring characteristic1.

Now, an immediate consequence of the permutation invariance condition is that identical

particles are not reidentifiable. But assumptions of reidentifiability are integral to experimental

practice. For example, in a bubble chamber, identical particles such as electrons are said to leave

tracks. Yet each track is merely a sequence of separated bubbles: it is the experimenter who

presumes that these bubbles are generated by—or are the appearances of—the same object.

That is, the experimentalist posits that these bubbles are generated by persistent particles, and

that these particles are reidentifiable, at least in this experimental context [19, §1]. Now, one

might be tempted to brush aside such an assumption asmerely conventional speech2. However,

that seems scarcely untenable: one measures particles’ time-independent properties through

the analysis of the shape of such tracks (for example, the curvature of a particle’s track in a

magnetic field yields the particle’s mass-to-charge ratio). Hence, the canonical view appears to

undermine the very empirical ground upon which quantum theory itself is built.

The tension between the canonical interpretation and assumptions fundamental to exper-

imental practice has tended be neglected or marginalized in most conceptual analyses until

relatively recently, with most of the interpretational literature taking permutation invariance

as the prime interpretational target. However, this tension has not gone without notice. For

example, in his discussion of the meaning of particle statistics [34, §10–11], Schroedinger ini-

tially asserts that an atom ‘lacks themost primitive property we associate with a piece of matter

in ordinary life’ and suggests that it ‘consists of no stuff at all but is pure shape’. But he goes

on to recognize the need to accommodate the phenomenon of particle tracks, and proposes

that the notion of ‘restricted identity’ (or ‘restricted individuality’) becomes applicable under

1 An alternative pathway to quantum statistics—beginning with Bose’s procedure [3] for constructing quan-
tum models of photon and particulate gases and culminating in Fock space (and associated commutation
relations)—is generally taken to point to a similar (although not identical) conclusion [15, 34], namely that
identical particles are in some sense not individuals, but are more akin to dollars in a bank account [34, §10]
than to classical particles.

2 For example, Chiara and di Francia dismiss the operational assumption of persistence in an experiment as
‘mock persistence’ on the grounds that it exists for a ‘short time’ [6]. For further details and a critique of this
position, see [8, §5].
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certain circumstances3.

In recent years, there has been renewed insistence that a viable interpretation of the sym-

metrization procedure allow for the emergence of reidentifiable identical particles under cer-

tain circumstances. For example, the requirement that particles with well-defined trajectories

emerge in the classical limit of a system of identical quantum particles [4, 7, 9, 10]; or that iden-

tical particles can sometimes be reidentified through stable internal time-dependent proper-

ties (such as electrons whose z-components of spin are constant during an interaction) [1] or

through spatial separation (for example being confined to separate electromagnetic traps), all

echo Schroedinger’s ‘restricted identity’. However, reconciliation of this notion with the stan-

dard understanding of the symmetrization procedure remains highly problematic: on the stan-

dard reading of the symmetrization procedure, every electron is in the same reduced state. One

recent proposal is to dispense with the interpretation that the indices in symmetrized states

are particle labels (as they have been almost universally regarded heretofore) [5, 9], since this

opens up the possibility of regarding a state like ψ(x1, x2) = [α(x1)β(x2)− β(x1)α(x2)] /
√
2

as a description of two fermions each in a specific one-particle state4. However, a consistent

alternative interpretation of these indices has yet to be worked out5.

The primary objective of the present paper is to develop a novel post-atomic conception of

identical quantum particles which reconciles the tension between the approximate reidentifia-

bility of identical particles in certain physical contexts and the empirical adequacy of the sym-

metrization procedure. The approach differs from almost all previous work6 in a key method-

ological respect: rather than taking the symmetrization procedure (or the Fock space formal-

ism) as a given and seeking to (re-)interpret it directly, it seeks to interpret a recent reconstruc-

3 Schroedinger suggests a quantitative condition that formalizes this notion [34, §13]. However, this condi-
tion (as well as the widely-used heuristic of non-overlapping particle wavefunctions (e.g. [35, p. 273–277]) is
in interpretational tension with assumptions that are conventionally implicit in the interpretation of the sym-
metrization postulate (see Sec. V B).

4 A similar interpretation, based on other considerations, has been proposed by Saunders [32, §6.3] and by Ghi-
rardi et al [16, 17].

5 Caulton considers the possibility that the indices refer to ‘nothing at all’ [5, §1.1], while Dieks and Lubberdink
assert that they ‘have amerely formal significance’ [9]. See also [26] for a recent detailed discussion. In Sec. VC,
we describe one unmet challenge faced by this view; and, in Sec. VD, present a new interpretation of the indices.

6 An recent exception is [24], which uses the reconstruction described in [18, 19] to ground the notion of particle
number in identical particle systems.
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tion7 of the Feynman form of the quantum symmetrization procedure [18, 19]. The secondary

objective of the paper is to outline a new interpretation of the symmetrization procedure in

light of this post-atomistic conception.

The centerpiece of the paper is an analysis of the relationship between reidentification and

persistence in classical and quantum physics (Sec. II). This analysis demonstrates that, when

dealingwith a systemof identical particles in the quantum setting, the activenature of quantum

measurements imposes restrictions on experimental design, forcing the segregation of mea-

surements (required for precise tracking) and interactions. This segregation in turn precludes

precise particle tracking during the interaction phase, preventing reidentification of identical

particles.

In Sec. III, I argue that this in-principle loss of reidentifiability—arising through the con-

fluence of particle identicality and the active nature of quantum measurement—deprives the

metaphysical notion of persistent particles of empirical cover. However, I also argue that the

notion of persistent particle cannot be entirely jettisoned, for it is this basic conception which

organizes our primary experimental data, in particular underpinning measurement of intrin-

sic particle properties. In light of these considerations, I interpret the reconstruction described

in [18, 19] as a formalmeans of reconciling these dueling ideas by relaxing the notion of persis-

tent particle without eliminating it entirely. This is achieved by taking detection-events (rather

than particles) as the primary reality, and then formulating two distinct object-models—the

so-called persistence and nonpersistence models—of the same experimental data, only one of

which (the persistence model) posits that the detection-events are underpinned by persistent

particles.

The post-atomistic metaphysical conception that thereby emerges is further developed in

Sec. IV, and can be summarized as follows. Identical particles do not simply exist in a context-

independent sense. Rather, what exists are detection events. These events cannot, in gen-

eral, be regarded as the appearances of microscopic objects. Rather, the notion of ‘particle’

as a persistent entity is tied to a specific model—the persistence model—of those events. This

7 As described in [20], reconstruction of a mathematical formalism is valuable stepping-stone in the elucidation
of physically-obscure features of that formalism.
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model is only strictly valid in limiting cases, and its approximate validity in certain experimen-

tal contexts justifies the operational assumption of particle reidentifiability in those contexts.

In a helium atom, the synthesis of the two object-models is needed to describe the underlying

microphysical reality, so that the particle notion is not unreservedly applicable. Thus, what

unambiguously exists is the physical system as a whole, not the electrons themselves.

In Sec. V, I outline a new interpretation of the symmetrization procedure. In brief, the

symmetrization procedure is not a mathematical expression of the idea that identical particles

are indistinguishable. Rather, it is a formal means of synthesizing two different objects mod-

els (the persistence and nonpersistence models) of the same detection-event data. Indices in

a symmetrized state do not refer unequivocally to particles. A number of other consequences

are also described.

Finally, in Sec. VI, I briefly discuss the relation of the interpretative proposal described

herein with the some related ideas, summarize some of the proposal’s implications for the

nature of physical objects (see Table III), and pose some open questions.

II. REIDENTIFICATION IN CLASSICAL ANDQUANTUM PHYSICS

In everyday life, one is scarcely aware of the distinction between persistence and reidenti-

fiability. The visual and tactile appearances of naturally-occurring physical bodies are so rich

and diverse that they yield an essentially unique perceptual signature which usually suffices for

their reidentification. In those rare circumstances when one is confronted with many objects

of similar appearance, one can fashion perceptual handles by various means—using a micro-

scope to see the distinctive pattern of nicks in several similar coins, or affixing a tiny barcode

tag onto each of the ants in a colony. Alternatively, one can reidentify an object—such as a

particular bird in a flock as it passes overhead—by tracking it intently over time.

However, in their quest for precise prediction through mathematization, physical theories

simplify, regularize, and quantify the description of material bodies. As described below, this

process of abstraction has led to the erosion—gradually, then suddenly—of the resources avail-

able for reidentifying bodies (see summary in Tables I and II).
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Physical situation Momentary

Appearance

Primary Means of

Reidentification

Secondary Means of

Reidentification

Everyday objects Rich, de-

tailed

Similarity ofmomentary appear-

ances (e.g. people in a small

group)

Tracking through time

(e.g. flock of birds overhead)

Single classical particle Point-like

events

Track continuously (en-

ables measurement of time-

independent properties)

None

Several nonidentical classical

particles

Point-like

events

Track each continuously

through arena of interaction

Measure time-independent

properties of each before and

after interaction phase

Several identical classical par-

ticles

Point-like

events

Track each continuously

through arena of interaction

None

TABLE I: Reidentification in everyday experience and in classical mechanics.

A. Classical Mechanics

Classical physics exalts our most readily quantifiable sense—the visual—over the others,

resulting in the Cartesian conception of physical bodies as geometric entities of pure extension.

Once extension is dropped as a primitive property, one arrives at the Newtonian conception

of a physical body as a collection of interacting particles—extension-free persistent entities

embedded in a geometric space which serve as centers of force.

Position is the only directly measurable property of a Newtonian particle, assumed to be

rendered perceptible to any degree of precision via our visual sense (if appropriately instru-

mentally augmented). Therefore, unlike the objects of everyday experience, all Newtonian

particles instantaneously appear alike—as a point-like spatial event or flash (see Table I). Ac-

cordingly, tracking is the primarymeans of reidentifying such particles, the possibility of which

is granted by theoretical assumptions: each particle is assumed to move continuously in space,
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and an ideal experimenter is assumed to be capable of making precise measurements of a par-

ticle’s position without disturbing any of its properties (see Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1: Reidentification of classical particles. An ideal experimenter records a pattern of flashes at

closely-separated times, t and t+∆t, which are assumed to be generated by persistent particles. (a) If the

experimenter cannot assume that the particles move continuously (or via small ‘jumps’), he cannot reidentify

them. That is, he is unable to say ‘this flash at t is generated by the same particle as that flash at t+∆t’, even

though he knows (from the assumption of persistent particles) that the same particle is responsible for one of

the flashes at t and one of the flashes at t+∆t. (b) If the experimenter can assume that the particles move

continuously (or via small ‘jumps’), then approximate reidentification becomes possible. If the particles move

continuously (as posited by classical physics), the precision of such reidentification can theoretically be

increased indefinitely by reducing the size of ∆t, and tends to exactness in the limit at ∆t → 0.

Since particles instantaneously appear alike, the time-independent properties—mass and

charge—attributed to a particle by the theories of classical physics are concealed behind a fea-

tureless exterior, only becoming manifest (and thus measurable) when the particle moves in

an experimental context under an experimenter’s control. Thus, the measurement of the time-

independent properties of a particle, which are theoretically attributed to the particle in the

moment, require that it be reidentifiable over an interval of time (see Fig. 2).

Once the time-independent properties of a set of particles are so measured, they can some-

times serve as a secondary means of reidentification. In particular, given a set of non-identical

particles (i.e. particles that differ from one another in their time-independent properties), a

specific particle can be reidentified after its interaction with the others provided that the par-

ticles’ time-independent properties are measured before and after such an interaction (see

Fig. 3a).

However, given a set of identical particles (a theoretical possibility that is granted by classical

mechanics), reidentification by pre- and post-interaction measurement of time-independent
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2: Measuring intrinsic and extrinsic properties of classical particles. An ideal experimenter makes a series of

snapshots of a set of classical particles. (a) In any snapshot, the particles all look alike, namely as point-like

flashes. (b) If a series of snapshots over an interval [t, t+∆t] are collated, reidentification enables attribution of

a trajectory—here a straight line segment—to each particle. A particle’s velocity at time t can then be estimated

from the direction and length of its trajectory in a sufficiently small interval [t, t+ δt]. (c) If a mass-independent

force (such as that supplied by a spring) is applied, the particles’ trajectories depart from linearity, from which

their masses can be computed. (d) If a B-field is applied perpendicularly to the plane of the paper, the trajectory

of a charged particles is circular (or helical), the curvature of which enables computation of the particle’s

charge (given its mass).
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(no tracking by choice)

(a) (b)

FIG. 3: Reidentifying interacting classical particles. (a) If the particles are nonidentical, they can be reidentified

provided that one measure their time-independent properties (mass, charge) before and after the interaction,

rendering unnecessary any tracking within the interaction region. (b) If the particles are identical, their

reidentification requires that they be tracked sufficiently precisely as they pass through the arena of interaction.

properties is evidently impossible. Accordingly, reidentification of a specific particle can only

be achieved by precisely tracking the particle as it makes its way through the arena of interac-

tion (see Fig. 3b).

B. Quantummechanics

Quantum theory dispenses with many of the key conceptions that are central to classical

physics. In particular, the quantum formalism dispenses with the notion that measurement is

a passive process that can register the position of a physical object without affecting its phys-

ical state. Instead, measurement is regarded an active process whose outcome can only be
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predicted probabilistically, and which leads to a corresponding change in the object’s state.

Consequently, in the design of any experiment, the free evolution of a physical object, or its

interaction with others, both of which are treated by the formalism as a deterministic process,

must be segregated from any measurement processes if they are to be studied as is.

As we shall detail below, these changes erode the resources available for particle reiden-

tification, even by an ideal observer (see Table II). Moreover, in certain situations involving

identical particles, the experimenter is deprived of any means to reliably reidentify particles,

putting considerable pressure on the very idea that elementary particles are—without qualifi-

cation—individually persistent entities.

Physical situation Momentary

Appearance

Primary Means of

Reidentification

Secondary Means of

Reidentification

Single quantum

particle

Point-like

events

Inferences based on pre- and post-

interaction measurements (unable

to track during interaction phase)

None

Several nonidentical

quantum particles

Point-like

events

Measure particles’ time-

independent properties before

and after interaction phase

None (unable to track during inter-

action phase)

Several identical

quantum particles

Point-like

events

Approximate tracking possible in

some contexts (bubble chamber,

with separated tracks), not others

(electrons in a helium atom)

None (unable to track during inter-

action phase)

TABLE II: Reidentification in quantum physics.

1. Reidentification in a one-particle quantum system

In its minimal instrumental interpretation, the quantum formalism takes as primitive the

notions of physical system, measurement, and interaction, and applies to an idealized experi-
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ment in which the system is subjected to a sequence of measurements and interactions im-

plemented by macroscopic devices. Thus, the physical system is treated as a persistent entity,

retaining its identity for the duration of the experiment. Measurements differ from interac-

tions in that measurements yield macroscopically-observable events (such as scintillations on

a phosphorescent screen or audible clicks). It is through these events that the physical system

comes to be indirectly known.

For example, consider an experiment that an experimenter would typically describe as one

in which electrons are liberated at a heated filament, accelerate through a wire-loop detector,

diffract through a crystal lattice, and then impact a phosphorescent screen. The experimenter

presumes that a click of the wire-loop detector followed moments later by a point-like flash on

the screen both constitute imprecise position measurements of the same electron. The inter-

action of the electron with the crystal lattice is then modelled via a potential function typically

drawn from a classical physical description of the crystal.

In such an arrangement, the experimenter’s confidence that he has reidentified an electron—

that the entity which presently generates a scintillation is the same as the entity that elicited a

clickmoments earlier—does not rest uponhaving tracked that electron fromfilament to screen.

Indeed, due to the invasive nature of quantum measurements, any attempt to carry out fine-

grained tracking of the electron would uncontrollably interfere with the process during which

the electron interacts with the crystal. Thus, reidentification necessarily depends upon various

indirect, empirically-grounded inferences: the scintillations practically cease once the filament

is cooled to room temperature; the rate of scintillations increases with filament temperature;

the scintillation pattern is shifted if an external magnetic field is applied (as would be expected

for charged particles emitted from the filament); and so forth.

The measurement of a particle’s time-independent properties depends upon the possibil-

ity of fashioning an experimental context in which the experimenter can reliably infer that

successive measurement outcomes are generated by the same particle, despite being unable to

continuously track the particle. Such a situation obtains in a bubble chamber: an experimen-

talist parses a bubble-chamber image into tracks, each presumed to have been generated by a

single particle during a portion of its life-history (see Fig. 4). Each track consists of a sequence
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of separated yet closely-spaced bubbles, and these bubbles are modelled as the outcomes of

successive inexact position measurement of the same object, between which the particle is as-

sumed to evolve through interaction with its environment. In certain portions of a track, the

particle can be safely assumed to be under the influence of an environment (such as an ar-

rangement of electric and magnetic fields) that is under the experimenter’s control, enabling

its time-independent properties to be measured.

FIG. 4: Reidentification and measurement of a particle’s time-independent properties in a bubble chamber. A

bubble chamber image is parsed into distinct ‘tracks’, each of which is assumed to be due to a specific particle.

The inset (bottom left) indicates that a track in fact consists of a sequence of discrete bubbles. The particles move

in helical trajectories due to an applied magnetic field, which enables calculation of the particles’ charge to mass

ratio. (Image courtesy of Brookhaven National Laboratory).

2. Reidentification in a system of two particles

Consider an experiment to study the interactions of two non-identical particles. Let us sup-

pose that, in the first phase of such an experiment, one has measured the time-independent

properties of each particle by passing each through a bubble chamber. Now let the particles be
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allowed to interact with one another, without the intrusion of measurement. Once the inter-

action phase is completed, the particles’ time-independent properties can again be measured.

As the particles are non-identical, they can, in principle, be perfectly reidentified.

However, consider an analogous experiment to study the interaction of two identical par-

ticles, such as two electrons. Reidentification of each particle by measurement of its time-

independent properties before and after the interaction phase is no longer possible. But, un-

like the corresponding classical experiment, particle tracking during the interaction phase is

also impermissible if one wishes to study the undisturbed interaction of the particles. There-

fore, the experimenter no longer possesses any reliable means to reidentify the particles. As

in the above-considered case of a non-ideal observer of two identical classical particles, the

experimenter can sometimes make educated guesses based on prior knowledge. For example,

in the extreme case where the electrons happen to be separated by a continent or a light-year,

it is usually safe to assume that their putative ‘interaction’ is negligible, so that one can safely

assume that the pre- and post-detections in the bubble chamber in a given lab are generated

by the same electron. However, if one wishes to study a collision between two electrons, one

cannot track the electrons during the collision phase itself, and abrupt changes in the electrons’

tracks due to their interaction are to be expected, depriving the experimenter of any basis for

such guesses.

III. PERSISTENCE AND NONPERSISTENCE OF IDENTICAL QUANTUM PARTICLES

As we have seen above, in an experiment to study the interaction of two identical quantum

particles, reidentification is not, in general, possible. Is one still justified in assuming that, during

the interaction phase, there exist two individually persistent entities? On the face of it, we do not

seem to have latitude to do otherwise: having apparently posited particles at the ground-floor of

our physical theories (classical and quantummechanics), we seem to have committed ourselves

to the idea that these particles are unconditionally persistent—persistent in all contexts.

Nevertheless, since we have lost any reliable means of reidentification while two electrons

are interacting, and since this loss of capability is due to the confluence of two fundamental

assumptions—the existence of identical particles in nature, and the active nature of quantum
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measurements—the assumption of individual persistence during this interaction phase ismeta-

physically exposed. Ontological modesty beckons us to contemplate some way of conceiving

what happens during the interaction phase which do not commit us to this assumption. En-

couragement to do so comes in the form of numerous pivotal episodes in the history of physics

where such contemplation, spurred by the awareness that certain fundamental assumptions

appeared to lack empirical cover, bore fruit8.

But, if we wish to entertain a kind of context-dependent persistence, we seem to have no

choice but to give up the idea of ‘particles’ as basic. Seemingly the only recourse is to take the

flashes themselves as basic, and thus to regard the notion of particle as a secondary notion—as a

conceptual device for threading a sequence of flashes, a device that is only applicable in certain

experimental contexts.

This shift of ontological ground—away from object, towards event—affords the flexibility to

construct two different object-models of the same flash-data (see Fig. 5). Consider an experi-

ment inwhich two flashes are registered at t1 and then later at t2, and let us refrain from specify-

ing the experimental context (one may have two ‘particles’9 in a bubble chamber, two interact-

ing ‘particles’, or some other context). The first model—the persistence model—is the familiar

one: each flash is presumed to be the momentary appearance of a persistent object (‘parti-

cle’), which enables one to say that one of two possible transitions10 occurred unseen between

times t1 and t2 (see Fig. 5a). That is, the persistence model gives us warrant to say that one of

the flashes at t2 was generated by the same entity as one of the flashes at t1.

However, a second model—the nonpersistence model—of the same flash-data is also possi-

8 Notable examples include the empirical inaccessibility of (i) the state of absolute rest (posited byGalileo, leading
to his principle of relativity), (ii) the simultaneity of distant events (noted as conventional by Poincaré, leading to
Einstein’s relativity of simultaneity), and (iii) the state of absolute non-rotation (noted by Mach, who proposed
that rotation be viewed relative to the ‘fixed stars’, an idea exploited by Einstein in formulating his general theory
of relativity).

9 Here and subsequently, scare quotes on the words particle or particles is a shorthand way of indicating that the
word is being used in the customary manner that physicists talk, but that this is strictly speaking not correct
in the given context since the validity of the assumption of individual persistence implicit in such language
is—from this point onwards—regarded as contingent upon the object-model which is used to account for the
observed detection-events.

10 Note that quantum theory does not give us warrant to say that the particles traversed specific paths between
flashes.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Be5FJTRc2BxnCE2jGlxRrJqtW70=">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</latexit>

t1

<latexit sha1_base64="2o/aHxQ0PG6JigAUY0y0qWMk+kA=">AAACqHicbVHbihNBEO2Ml13jZbP6JCIMLoFFJMyIrD4u+OKDSgSzWdkMoaenJttsd0/TVRMyDHnyD/wLX/UDBP9C/Bl7MqskWQsaTp86VUWdSq2SSFH0qxNcu37j5s7ure7tO3fv7fX2759gUToBI1Gowp2mHEFJAyOSpODUOuA6VTBOL143+fEcHMrCfKTKQqL5zMhcCk6emvYeTwgWhHn9vjC20SGBERC+KzJQy2nvIBpEqwivgvgSHBw//PLj99ufw+F0v4PdSVaIUoMhoTjiWRxZSmruSAoFy+6kRLBcXPAZnJWUv1oktTS2bKZuJREM14DPsrm02EKcz1pA3C+Y1IuVAb7O+gqkSkEN2lK17Pb/1yqpW33Y90wW5oXzz1C4YteH11wjVjr1Ss3pHLdzDfkv199eaW2j1aS8VCEVYWN/mEkHglTlARdOelNCcc4dF+TN32hV/91tjUr15t/PQK/xZ4q3j3IVnDwfxEeDFx/8vQ5ZG7vsEXvCDlnMXrJj9oYN2YgJ9pl9Zd/Y9+BpMAzGwadWGnQuax6wjQjSP5ZR2t0=</latexit>

Nonpersistence Model

(b)

FIG. 5: Persistence and nonpersistence models of flash-data. Two flashes are registered at time t1 and at time t2.

Two different object-models of this data are possible. (a) The persistence model posits that each flash is the

momentary appearance of a persistent object (‘particle’). Hence, according to the persistence model, two

possible transitions are compatible with the flash data, only one of which occurred. Note that an arrow

connecting two flashes signifies only that the same particle is responsible for both of the flashes, not that the

particle traversed a particular trajectory. (b) The nonpersistence model posits that both flashes at each time are

the momentary appearance of a single holistic object. Hence, according to this model, there is but a single

transition compatible with the flash data.

ble. In that model, one regards the two flashes at each time as the momentary appearance of a

single persistent object (see Fig. 5b). What speaks against such a posit is our experience with

everyday physical objects, which habituates us to believe that the location of physical objects

coincides with the locations of their appearances. But, if we are prepared to set aside this as-

pect of mental conditioning and entertain a more abstract conception of physical object, we

see that such a model indeed avoids positing the existence of individually persistent objects

in contexts where this posit lacks empirical warrant. We remark that, from the perspective of

the nonpersistence model, it would—strictly speaking—be incorrect to say ‘the physical sys-

tem consists of two particles’, or to say ‘two particles are interacting with each other’, for such

language implicitly presumes individual persistence.

Now, if it is the case—as suggested above—that the notion of particle is a presumption of
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quantum theory, how could the nonpersistence model possibly be compatible with it? The

answer is subtle: although the genesis of quantum theory began with such concrete models as

Bohr’smodel of an electron in a classical orbit around a proton, and Schroedinger’s equation for

one and then many particles, the quantum formalism articulated by Dirac and von Neumann

abstracts from this starting point to such an extent that the notion of particle per se is left be-

hind. Thus, even though the particle notion is commonly used to talk about quantum models

of microscopic systems, it is not integral to the abstract quantum formalism itself. In its stead

is the notion of an abstract physical system which (as mentioned previously) persists for the

duration of an experiment and retains its identity in spite of interactions with its environment.

The quantum formalism also abstracts from the familiar idea of measurement. Whereas ‘mea-

surement’ is typically visualized as an act performed by a spatially localized physical device

which yields a correspondingly localized outcome, the quantum formalism treats measure-

ment in an abstract manner which makes no reference to space. This allows for the possibility

of a measurement outcome consisting of two (or more) flashes registered at separate (possibly

widely-separated) locations at the same time. That is, these flashes can collectively be regarded

as a single outcome of a measurement on a physical system11.

A. Derivation of the quantum symmetrization algorithm for a system of identical particles

Above, we have proposed two quite different object-models of the same event-data. But how

can one use two models of the same data to construct a predictive theory? In particular, while

the persistence model effectively parses the data into ‘tracks’ underpinned by two persistent

objects, the nonpersistence model offers no such analysis, and might well for this reason alone

be dismissed as scientifically sterile in the sense of not providing the traction necessary to build

up a predictive theory.

However, rather than attempting to build a theory on the basis of either model alone, per-

haps it is possible to somehow synthesize them. But how it could it be possible to do so when

these models are inconsistent in their posits as to the nature of the entity (or entities) that

11 In applications of the standard quantum formalism—for example to a system consisting of a pair of nonidentical
entangled particles—, the notion of measurement is commonly handled in this more abstract manner.
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underpin the data? The key point is that although the two models differ in the claims that

they make about the nature of the entity (or entities) that exist in between the detections, these

claims can, by their very nature, only be indirectly probed via experiment, for the experimenter

actually observes detector clicks or flashes, not the posited entities in themselves. Thus, the data

provides sufficient latitude to combine key features of both models into a predictive model.

In [18, 19], it is shown how these models can be mathematically synthesized. Here we re-

strict summarize the main features of the derivation and their significance. The synthesis takes

place in the context of the Feynman formulation of quantum theory12, within which the per-

sistence and nonpersistence models can readily be described (see Fig. 6). Specifically, in the

persistence model, one treats the two flashes registered at t1 as two distinct outcomes, each the

manifestation of a measurement on a separate persistent subsystem. Accordingly, given the

outcomes a and b registered at t1 and the outcomes c and d registered at t2, two possible transi-

tions could have occurred—the transition (which we shall arbitrarily call the direct transition)

in which the same subsystem is responsible for outcomes a and c, and the indirect transition in

which the same subsystem is responsible for outcomes a and d. And, following the Feynman

formalism, one assigns an amplitude to each transition, namely α12 to the direct, α21 to the

indirect. In contrast, in the nonpersistence model, one treats the two flashes registered at each

time as a single outcome of a measurement performed on a physical system. Accordingly, there

is but a single transition between the outcome at t1 and the outcome at t2, which is assigned

amplitude α.

The synthesis of these models is achieved through the operational indistinguishability pos-

tulate (OIP) which posits that α = H(α12, α21), where H is some function to be determined.

An analogous statement is posited for a three-stage experiment in which flashes are registered

at three successive times.

One can motivate the OIP by the idea that the actual transition amplitude should incorpo-

rate both of the possible transitions posited in the persistence model, even though, according

to the persistence model, only one such transition can occur. That is, the persistence model

12 TheFeynman formalism is described in [14], and is systematically derived and restated in an operational frame-
work in [21].
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<latexit sha1_base64="Hv9KWko9eh7LSvA1Vuep8UPeRE8=">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</latexit>

↵

<latexit sha1_base64="Y88XubtXJQaNOVrR+ZmnAeCB7oE=">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</latexit>

OIP

<latexit sha1_base64="kbZ803IMQU008ubRHmGReZslD8Q=">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</latexit>

↵ = H(↵12,↵21)

<latexit sha1_base64="WHNHAtqt9ANgcOJC6mYKW/XBz10=">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</latexit>

Persistence Model

<latexit sha1_base64="2o/aHxQ0PG6JigAUY0y0qWMk+kA=">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</latexit>

Nonpersistence Model

<latexit sha1_base64="HJmS6N2nZ6HjlbwW+Sw3tmJHRKI=">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</latexit>

↵21

<latexit sha1_base64="X8KVWbjwtg2ljK8rE0Wus1nhjUA=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="EwvWiHBaer1duIRIEiGRG5dO59Q=">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</latexit>

a

<latexit sha1_base64="AXU3uH2fTdklWYWgx1rnhVngjdQ=">AAACinicbVHbattAEF0rvThq2trJY15EgyEPxUgh9EIxBJqHPsZQOwFbhNV67CzZlZadkYkQ/oK+Jl/Qjyr9m64lt/jSgYWz58yFM5MYJZHC8HfD23v2/MXL5r7/6uD1m7et9uEQs9wKGIhMZfYm4QhKpjAgSQpujAWuEwXXyf3XpX49B4syS79TYSDWfJbKqRScHNUXt62TsBtWEeyCaAVOLlo98/OX37u6bTfQH08ykWtISSiOOIpCQ3HJLUmhYOGPcwTDxT2fwSin6aeHuJSpyQlSsSUipFwDvp/MpcEa4nxWA+LOQlw+VBZdnXEVSIWCErShYuF3/tcqLuv8oOOYSTDNrHspBRW7PrzkGrHQicvUnO5wW1uS/7TOtqU1R9Wkaa4CyoLlgoOJtCBIFQ5wYaVbSiDuuOWC3Bk2WpV/va1Rid78uxnoctyZou2j7ILhWTf60D3vu3udsjqa7Ji9Y6csYh/ZBfvGrtiACQbsB3tkT96Bd+Z99r7UqV5jVXPENsK7/ANrOsz/</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="3HvoZTtx8JVNNX7Yo0QHv5OyHfc=">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</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="yAzpk0RE/Ojus4rnUaMytg6ilUs=">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</latexit>

↵12

<latexit sha1_base64="WHNHAtqt9ANgcOJC6mYKW/XBz10=">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</latexit>

Persistence Model
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FIG. 6: Synthesis of persistence and nonpersistence models. An ideal experimenter registers two flashes at t1 and

two flashes at t2. Two models—a persistence model and a nonpersistence model—of this data are constructed,

and are described in the Feynman formalism. (i) Left: according to the persistence model, two particle

transitions compatible with the flash data. These transitions have amplitudes α12 and α21. (ii) Right: in the

nonpersistence model, the two flashes at each time constitute a single measurement outcome generated by a

holistic object. Thus, according to this model, there is a single transition, whose amplitude is α. (iii) Bottom: The

operational indistinguishability postulate (OIP) posits that the relation α = H(α12, α21) holds between the

amplitudes in this model, where H is a complex-valued function to be determined. In [18], it is shown that an

isolation condition and the requirement of consistency imply that H(α12, α21) = α12 ± α21, with the sign

corresponding to bosonic or fermionic behavior.

should not be taken as ‘carving nature at the joints’, but rather as an expedient way to analyse,

and thus render tractable, the experimental data. In a more general context where we suspect

that this model is not strictly valid, the idea is that rather than dispensing with the model en-

tirely, one canmove beyond it in amanner that is strictly speaking at odds with the assumption

of individual persistence that underwrites it by mathematically combining the amplitudes of

the two transitions that the model itself would deem mutually exclusive.

The form of the to-be-determined function H is importantly constrained in the following

manner. We have already noted that, when isolated from one another in a bubble chamber, two
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electrons can be reidentified, and one therefore has reasonable grounds to regard the bubbles

in each ‘track’ as the manifestations of an individual persistent entity. This idea motivates the

isolation condition which applies in the special case where one or more of the transition proba-

bilities in the persistencemodel is zero. In the case of two separated electrons in a bubble cham-

ber, this would mean that one does not need to consider the possibility that the two electrons

surreptitiously ‘swap’ tracks. In this case, the isolation condition posits that the persistence

model alone should be adequate—that is, it is correct to say that each flash on a given track is

due to a persistent individual. This translates into a condition on H , namely |H(z, 0)| = |z|

and |H(0, z)| = |z|.

From the assumptions described above, the requirement of consistency fixes the form ofH

for two ‘particles’: H(α12, α21) = α12 ± α21, where the ± sign corresponds to bosonic (+)

and fermionic (−) behavior, which is Feynman’s symmetrization postulate. The derivation can

also be extended to the more general case of N ‘particles’ [18]. As discussed in Sec. V, these

results can be re-expressed in terms of quantum states to enable comparison to the quantum

symmetrization procedure [18, 19].

IV. RELATION BETWEEN EVENTS ANDOBJECTS IN THEMICROPHYSICAL REALM

In everyday perception, one usually moves seamlessly from the experience of sensations

to thoughts about objects and their properties. Thus, one looks into the distance and says

“I see a flock of seagulls just over the horizon”, not “I experience such-and-such pattern of

colored patches inmy visual fieldwhich I interpret as themomentary appearances of such-and-

such persistent objects that bear such-and-such properties”. The same is true when one uses

observations of one object to make inferences about another object, a device often employed

in instances where the latter leaves a fleeting or negligible sensory impression. For example, if

standing at the water’s edge one suddenly observes a vortex-like swirl forming on the surface

of a lake, one might say that the wind is spinning it up even though the wind in ones vicinity

is insensible.

We are wont to extend such inferences to the microscopic world. Thus, upon seeing a flash

on a phosphorescent screen, one typically imagines that there is an object—an electron, say—
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which, shortly after that flash, has the property of being located in the vicinity of where the flash

was observed. Now, as we have discussed (§II B 1), physical experimentationmust assume that

inferences such as these are at least sometimes valid in order to get a handle on the microscopic

world. However, as described above, when dealing with a system of identical ‘particles’, the

object(s) that underpin the event-data are, in general, relativized to amodel. Such relativization

severs any straightforward link between an event (such as a click of a wire-loop detector) and

statements about an underlying microscopic object.

For example, suppose one is dealing with a system conventionally described as one of ‘two

interacting electrons’. Upon seeing two flashes due to the activation of two wire-loop detec-

tors, one cannot in general say ‘two electrons were just detected, one here and one there’. This

sentence holds true in the persistence model, but not in the nonpersistence model. According

to the nonpersistence model, one should say ‘the system manifested an outcome consisting of

two flashes, one here and one there’. And this mode of expression is the more general one, with

the former only approximately valid in certain contexts13. One might be tempted to assert that

the flashes aremomentary objects, but the nonpersistencemodel would not license the attribu-

tion of anything other than position to such objects, so these objects would certainly not be the

same as the electrons posited by the persistence model (which model licenses the attribution

of time-independent properties such as mass and charge).

We emphasize that although the quantum model synthesizes the persistence and nonpersis-

tence models, these models are not thereby rendered dispensable. Indeed, this is precisely the

intended distinction between synthesis and unification14. In particular, the persistence model

plays a vital role, not only (as we have seen) enabling measurement of the time-independent

properties of ‘particles’, but as the point of connection to classical physics, which is needed in

order to mathematically flesh out the quantum model of the system15. As a result, we seem

13 Quantitatively, the former is approximately valid in cases where either |α12| ≪ |α21| or |α12| ≫ |α21|, so
that H(α12, α21) is well-approximated by α12 or by α21. In such cases, the quantum state of the system is
well-approximated by a product state (see [19, §3.3])

14 The distinction between synthesis and unification is discussed in the context of Bohr’s notion of complemen-
tarity in [13].

15 For example, in the Dirac–von Neumann formalism, the quantum Hamiltonian of a system of two nonrela-
tivistic structureless interacting quantum particles is obtained by mathematical transformation of the classical
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fated to juggle between object-models, depending upon the experimental context. The only

common ground between these models is the event-data.

To be clear: the events themselves are registered by objects (such a wire-loop detectors)

which are unproblematically treated as individually persistent. Indeed, an entire set of persis-

tentmacroscopic objects (the laboratory walls; rulers and clocks) comprise a physical reference

frame which enables one to say where and when such events occur. These persistent objects

thus provide a portal through which we probe the microscopic realm.

However, since inferences from such events to statements about microscopic objects and

their properties depend upon the object-model under consideration, and since two incompat-

ible object-models are in general needed to understand the behavior of the physical system, it

seems appropriate to regard the events as ontologically primary, and the microscopic objects

referenced in such statements as secondary16.

V. REINTERPRETATION OF THE SYMMETRIZATION PROCEDURE

The point of departure for most interpretations of identical quantum particles is the mathe-

matical procedure articulated by Dirac [11, 12] and Heisenberg [22]. In this section, we (i) de-

scribe the canonical understanding of the meaning of this procedure (Sec. VA), and summa-

rize its difficulties (Sec. V B); (ii) discuss one difficulty encountered by the recent suggestion

that the particle-label interpretation of indices in symmetrized states be dropped (Sec. VC);

and (iii) outline a new interpretation of the symmetrization procedure based on the conception

of identical quantum particles described herein (Sec. VD).

Since authors vary in what they take to be the exact content of the symmetrization proce-

dure, we begin with a brief statement of the procedure, emphasizing details that are essential

to its practical application.

mechanical Hamiltonian of two interacting point particles.
16 Quine has suggested taking events as primary based on consideration of identical particles [28, p. 498]. How-

ever, he implicitly retains the notion of individual persistence, which undermines the argument.
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A. The quantum symmetrization algorithm

Consider a system of n identical particles. Construction of a physical model of this sys-

tem takes place via a two-step procedure, to which we refer as the quantum symmetrization

algorithm (QSA):

1. Set up the problem as if the particles were nonidentical, and solve for the possible states

of the system, ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xn).

2. Now restrict consideration to:

(a) Symmetrization Postulate (SP). States that are symmetric or antisymmetric, with the

choice of symmetry to be determined by the type of particle under consideration;

and

(b) Symmetric Operator Constraint (SOC). Measurement operators (observables) that

are symmetric.

In the first step, one obtains the set of possible states by setting up and solving the Schroedinger

equation, where the Hamiltonian is typically based on the classical Hamiltonian of the system.

The particles, being identical, have the same time-independent properties, so that the classi-

cal Hamiltonian, H(x1, p1; x2, p2; . . . , xn, pn), is a symmetric function of the particles’ time-

dependent properties, H(xπ(1), pπ(1); . . . , xπ(n), pπ(n)) = H(x1, p1; . . . , xn, pn) for any permu-

tation π. The quantum Hamiltonian obtained through application of the standard classical–

quantum correspondence rules is accordingly symmetric in the measurement operators corre-

sponding to these time-dependent properties. Hence, at this stage, particle identicality is only

reflected in the symmetry of the quantum Hamiltonian.

In the second step, the restriction to symmetric or antisymmetric states is known (after [25])

as the symmetrization postulate (SP). The choice of symmetry type is determined by particle

spin via the spin-statistics theorem (SS), which we do not regard as a component of the QSA it-

self. Many authors insist upon the restriction to symmetric measurement operators—to which

we refer as the symmetric operator constraint (SOC)—but some allow non-symmetric mea-

surement operators (for further discussion, see e.g. [2, Ch.5]).
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The application of the QSA is guided by a meta-rule—to which we refer as the no-overlap

rule (NR)—which posits that the second (symmetrization) step of the algorithm is unnecessary

if the wavefunctions of the particles (as computed in step one) do not significantly overlap. In

Dirac’s formulation, this rule was implicit in the user’s choice of system, but was subsequently

made explicit (for example, by Schroedinger [34]).

B. Dirac’s interpretation: identical particles are ‘indistinguishable’ under interchange

Alongside his formal statement of his symmetrization procedure, Dirac offered an interpre-

tation, namely that identical particles are ‘indistinguishable’, a notion he subsequently fleshed

out in the assertion that there is ‘no observable change’ when any two identical particles are ‘in-

terchanged’ (or swapped) [12, §62]. A recurring tendency in the interpretational literature is to

conflate Dirac’s interpretation with his mathematical symmetrization procedure17. However,

wemust emphasize these are distinct: only the latter—understood as amathematical recipe that

can be reproducibly applied to physical situations of interest—has empirical warrant. Dirac’s

interpretation itself faces a number of difficulties.

a. Symmetric operators are incompatible with reidentification. In articulating the notion

of ‘indistinguishability’, Dirac makes use of the particular instance where two particles are ‘in-

terchanged’. In terms of the discussion in Sec. II, this corresponds to the case where an ex-

perimenter only has access to the system of two electrons before and after the process of in-

terchange, in which case we have seen that reidentification is indeed thwarted. However, the

symmetric operator constraint (SOC) that follows as a consequence implies that reidentifi-

cation is thwarted even if the experimenter has access to the system during the interchange

process. Formally, given two states ψ(x1, x2; t1) and ψ(x1, x2; t2) of the system, the SOC im-

plies that the experimenter cannot measure the position of ‘particle 1’ at times t1 and t2 since

the operator x1 is not symmetric.

17 A few illustrative quotes (which could bemultiplied considerably): (i) “It is a fundamental principle of quantum
mechanics that twoparticles of the same kind are absolutely indistinguishable.” [6]; (ii) “If there is any consensus
as to what particle indistinguishability means, it is its formal expression in quantum mechanics: particles must
have exactly the same mass, spin, and charge, and their states must be symmetrised, yielding either symmetric
or antisymmetric wave-functions. This much was set in stone by Dirac almost a century ago.” [32, p.1].
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b. State assignment is dependent upon the user’s choice of ‘system’. The no-overlap

rule (NR) is essential to the application of the QSA, for it covers the situation of two electrons

in separate laboratories (in separate electromagnetic traps) subject to their own experimental

tests, in which case the NR gives each experimenter license to regard their electron indepen-

dently from the other. Themeta-rule is at oddswith the symmetrization postulate (SP), but this

tension is normally concealed in applications of the QSA as the user chooses the system—such

as a helium atom or a box of ideal gas—to which to apply the algorithm, and in most prac-

tical circumstances the physically-meaningful choice is unambiguous. However, the tension

becomes manifest if one considers two electrons confined to a chamber: if the chamber is orig-

inally chosen as the system of interest, the NR dictates that the QSA be applied, in which case

the electrons are assigned an antisymmetric state. If the chamber is then suddenly opened, the

electrons remain in an antisymmetric state since the state’s symmetry is invariant under tem-

poral evolution. However, after sufficient time, the two electrons would almost certainly be

found widely separated. But, if that is the case, another prospective user of the QSA has reason

to invoke the NR and ascribe a product state to the two electrons. These state assignments are

formally inconsistent, as can be seen by comparing the reduced density matrices assigned to

the electrons in the two instances.

C. Dropping the particle-label interpretation of indices

Throughout the QSA, the indices—in both states and operators—are interpreted as particle

labels. However, as mentioned in the Introduction, it has recently been suggested that this

interpretation be dropped [5, 9]. Amongst other things, this would open up the possibility of

regarding symmetrized product-states such as [α(x1)β(x2)− β(x1)α(x2)] /
√
2 as describing

two distinct electrons, one in state α and one in state β, rather than each in the same reduced

state [9, 10].

However, it is unclear whether a consistent re-interpretation of these indices is possible.

One unresolved difficulty is as follows. In step 1 of the QSA, one typically obtains the quantum

Hamiltonian, Ĥ , for a system from the corresponding classical Hamiltonian, H , via standard

correspondence rules. At this step, the indices in Ĥ are taken to be particle labels, inheriting
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the interpretation of the labels in H . Now, dropping the particle-label interpretation entirely

would undermine the physical justification of step 1. The other option would be to retain the

particle-label interpretation in step 1, but to drop it at step 2. But what could be the a priori

justification for changing the interpretation mid-stream? The re-interpretation of the QSA

described below (Sec. VD) provides such a justification.

D. New interpretation of the QSA

Here we outline a new interpretation of the QSA based on the post-atomistic conception

described herein. Further technical details (including generalization to more than two parti-

cles) and broader conceptual implications (for example, concerning identical particle entan-

glement) will be presented elsewhere.

As described in [18], the Feynman symmetrization postulate can be re-expressed in terms

of quantum states. For two particles moving in one dimension,

ψID(x1, x2) = ψ(x1, x2)± ψ(x2, x1) x1 ≤ x2. (1)

Here, ψID is the state of the system as described within the nonpersistence model, and

is defined (and normalized) over reduced configuration space, x1 ≤ x2. The func-

tion ψ(x1, x2) describes the system in the persistence model and is defined over full config-

uration space, (x1, x2) ∈ R2.

Formal extension of ψID into the full configuration space yields

ψ̃ID(x1, x2) =
1√
2

[
ψ(x1, x2)± ψ(x2, x1)

]
, (2)

where now (x1, x2) ranges over R2. Formally, this equation is the same as the symmetrization

postulate, but the object-duality interpretation gives it a new meaning: the symmetrization

postulate is not selection rule that picks out allowed states (symmetric or antisymmetric states)

within a single object-model, but rather as a bridging relation between two object-models. Al-

though this state is permutation invariant, it is a mathematical artefact of the formal extension

of ψID to full configuration space, not (as widely asserted) a fundamental physical symmetry.

The meaning of the indices in the SP is obscured and muddled in Eq. (2), but can be seen

clearly in Eq. (1): on the right-hand side of Eq. (1), they refer to individual particles; but, on the
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left-hand side, they refer to locations of detection-events. Hence, in step 1 of the QSA, where

one models a system in the persistence model (ignoring particle identicality), the indices refer

to individual particles; but in step 2, their meaning becomes model-dependent.

As mentioned in Sec. III, the reconstruction incorporates an isolation condition. In Eq. (1),

when the isolation condition is satisfied,ψ(x2, x1) can be neglected in comparison toψ(x1, x2),

so that ψID(x1, x2) reduces to ψ(x1, x2). Hence, there is no need to impose a non-overlap

metarule (NR) from the outside. When the isolation condition is satisfied, the persistence

model itself suffices—thus, the particle notion becomes applicable, and the indices refer to

particles.

Finally, in view of this re-interpretation, the QSA’s restriction to symmetric measurement

operators (SOC) is unnecessary. For example, the operator x1 applied to ψID(x1, x2) measures

the location of the left-most detection:

⟨x1⟩RCS =
∫∫

x1≤x2

x1 |ψID(x1, x2)|2dx1 dx2. (3)

Similarly, the operator (x2−x1) yields the distance between the detections. When the isolation

condition is satisfied, one can interpret the xi as particle labels, in which case x1 measures the

location of the leftmost particle, and (x2 − x1) the distance between them.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a post-atomistic conception of systems of identical quantum particles

in which detection events are ontologically primary, and particles (as persistent entities) are a

secondary or emergent notion. The need for such a radical departure from the atomistic con-

ception originates in the confluence of two basic facts—(i) the existence of particles that are

entirely alike in their intrinsic properties (in contrast to the objects of everyday experience);

and (ii) the active nature of the quantum measurement process (in contrast to the nondisturb-

ing—or sight-like—nature of classical measurement). This confluence thwarts particle reiden-

tification during interactions, which in turn deprives of empirical cover the assumption that

particles persist during interaction. This motivates the shift of ontological focus from particles

to detection events.
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This shift opens up the space to contemplate two distinct object-models of the same event-

data, which provide sufficient flexibility to accommodate both approximate reidentification

and the richer holistic behavior described by the symmetrization postulate. This object-model

duality may be regarded as providing Schroedinger’s notion of ‘restricted individuality’ [34,

§11]—or related notions such as Bigaj’s weak transtemporal identity [1, §5]—with a clear con-

ceptual foundation. Table III contrasts the proposed conception with our understanding of

physical objects derived from everyday experience and/or classical physics.

We have also outlined a new interpretation of the QSA, now understood as a consequence

of model synthesis not particle indistinguishability. This gives precise physical meaning to the

indices in symmetrized states, which thereby substantiates concerns previously raised about

the metaphysics implicit in such labels [29, 30], as well as supporting more recent proposals

that the particle-label interpretation of indices in symmetrized states be revised [5, 9, 10]. The

interpretation also gives an explicit physical meaning to non-symmetric measurement oper-

ators, thereby addressing an issue that is pivotal to property-assignment in identical particle

systems (e.g. [2, §5.1]).

We conclude with a few open questions.

First, the conception advanced herein privileges microphysical events over microscopic ob-

jects. But, unlike the event ontologies of, say, Russell [31] and Whitehead [37], it does not ex-

tend that privilege into the macroscopic realm, since persistent and reidentifiable macroscopic

objects (rods and clocks) are operationally necessary for the space-time coordination ofmicro-

physical events (Sec. IV)18. But should one regard thismacro/micro distinction as fundamental

or merely a consequence of the contingent fact that we need a framework of persistent objects

in order to learn about microphysical reality?

Second, the holistic object posited by the nonpersistencemodel confers a newkind of holism

to a system of identical particles. How does that holism relate to, or differ from, that which

is often attributed to systems of entangled nonidentical particles (e.g. [23, 27, 33])? Perhaps

identical particle holism is an instance of object holism, while entanglement of nonidentical

18 These operational considerations echo Strawson’s arguments that reidentifiable objects are a precondition for
linguistic reference [36, I.1.2].
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particles is (as suggested in [27]) an instance of property holism. If so, how do these two flavors

of holism combine in the context of a system of entangled identical particles?
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Characteristic of everyday and/or

classical physical objects

Revision in light of proposed dual object-model interpretation of

identical quantum particles

Objects exist independently of observa-

tion and physical context.

Due to object-model duality, identical ‘particles’ do not, in general, exist at

the same level as persistent macroscopic objects.

Objects exist continuously (‘persist’)

between observations.

Both the persistence and nonpersistence models posit that their respective

object(s) persist. But they differ in the object(s) that they posit as underpin-

ning the detection-events.

A unique object underpins a sen-

sory appearance. In classical mechan-

ics, each point-like event (flash) corre-

sponds to a particle.

In the microscopic realm, the events generated by a system of identical ‘par-

ticles’ in general require a duality of object-models for their description. So a

flash does not in general correspond to a unique object, and is therefore not

the ‘appearance’ of a microphysical object.

Objects are ontologically primary,

events are secondary.

Due to object-model duality, microscopic events (flashes) cannot generally

be attributed to a unique object. Consequently, microscopic events are on-

tologically primary and microphysical objects secondary. Persistent macro-

scopic objects are presumed as they are needed for the spacetime coordina-

tion of events.

There are many objects (as many as

there as there are localized appear-

ances).

The persistence model posits many individually persistent identical objects.

But the nonpersistence model posits a single holistic object per type of ele-

mentary ‘particle’.

An object momentarily exists in space

just where it momentarily appears.

The holistic object posited by the nonpersistence model manifests as many

distinct flashes, whichmay be widely separated. Such objects are appropriate

when the individually persistent objects posited as underlying the separate

flashes are not reidentifiable in principle.

An object is composed of elementary

particles, which underpin its existence.

Microscopic composites (such as multi-electronic atoms) require that a

holistic object (posited by the nonpersistence model) be taken into account.

Thus, they contain elementary ‘particles’ potentially, not actually. The forma-

tion of a composite from identical particles involves emergence of a holistic

object.

TABLE III: Nature of physical objects in light of interpretation of identical quantum particles.
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